Soul
Recognition
A deep and profound journey
into the vibrational essence of your soul

with

Flo Aeveia Magdalena

The Soul Held within the Soul is our highest potential. The
soul is the meeting place of spirit and form, and contains
knowledge and memory of the Source of all life. The soul’s spark
has within it the blueprint of our design, purpose and destiny,
which the solar plexus stimulates and the heart mediates. To live
from the soul means that one is fully alive with the potential of
the innate energy within their system, living from the balance of
the above and the below.
The Journey The soul’s vibration is deeply grounded within the conscious and subtle
levels of the body, and you experience being fully alive, present and connected with others.
Each soul is recognized and honoured as the memory of the blueprint is touched, felt and
anchored within. There is nothing that you need to do in this ancient & beautiful process.
Returning Home In your journey you are guided by four facilitators who weave a
field of union, creating a safe and loving space that invites and calls forth your soul’s
unique expression. As layers of grief, misunderstanding, anger, fear, beliefs and
conditioning are lifted away, joy floods the surface of your mind and heart, and you are
free! You are re-birthed into the remembrance of union and oneness.
The Shark Finn is the finest and most exclusive Oceanfront home in
The Venue
North Ocean City. Unparalleled five bedroom, three and a half bath new residence,
with an open floor plan and amazing ocean views! Enjoy walks on the beach!

Thursday, January 3rd
through Sunday, January 6th
For further information contact Patricia Norton
410.303.9491
www.soundimmersion.net
Flo Aeveia Magdalena
Read more HERE

Workshop and Retreat space
$875 per person due by 15th December

Based from Flo's
profound book:
I Remember Union

